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4. SHRT denied Claimant’s request.    
 
5. Claimant is 26 years old. 
 
6. Claimant completed education through one year of college.  
 
7. Claimant has employment experience (last worked in July and August 2010) 

answering phones for 25-30 hours a week for $8 an hour, in telephone customer 
service work, and as a waitress for 3-4 months. 

 
8. Claimant’s limitations have lasted for 12 months or more.  
 
9. Claimant suffers from bipolar disorder, memory loss, gunshot wound, depression, 

pancreatitis and asthma. 
 
10. Claimant has significant limitations on physical activities involving sitting, 

standing, walking, bending, lifting, and stooping.  
 
11. Claimant has significant limitations on understanding, carrying out, and 

remembering simple instructions; use of judgment; responding appropriately to 
supervision, co-workers and usual work situations; and dealing with changes in a 
routine work setting. 

 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 
MA-P is established by Title XIX of the Social Security Act and is implemented by Title 
42 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).  The Department administers MA-P 
pursuant to MCL 400.10, et seq., and MCL 400.105.  Department policies are found in 
the Bridges Administrative Manual (BAM), the Bridges Eligibility Manual (BEM) and the 
Bridges Reference Manual (RFT).   
 
Pursuant to Federal Rule 42 CFR 435.540, the Department uses the Federal 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) policy in determining eligibility for disability under 
MA-P.  Under SSI, disability is defined as: 
 

...the inability to do any substantial gainful activity by reason 
of any medically determinable physical or mental impairment 
which can be expected to result in death or which has lasted 
or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less 
than 12 months....  20 CFR 416.905. 
 

A set order is used to determine disability.  Current work activity, severity of 
impairments, residual functional capacity, past work, age, or education and work 
experience are reviewed.  If there is a finding that an individual is disabled or not 
disabled at any point in the review, there will be no further evaluation.  20 CFR 416.920. 
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Medical evidence may contain medical opinions.  Medical opinions are statements from 
physicians and psychologists or other acceptable medical sources that reflect 
judgments about the nature and severity of the impairment(s), including symptoms, 
diagnosis and prognosis, what an individual can do despite impairment(s), and the 
physical or mental restrictions.  20 CFR 416.927(a)(2). 
 
The Administrative Law Judge is responsible for making the determination or decision 
about whether the statutory definition of disability is met.  The Administrative Law Judge 
reviews all medical findings and other evidence that support a medical source's 
statement of disability.  20 CFR 416.927(e). 
 
For mental disorders, severity is assessed in terms of the functional limitations imposed 
by the impairment.  Functional limitations are assessed using the criteria in paragraph 
(B) of the listings for mental disorders (descriptions of restrictions of activities of daily 
living, social functioning; concentration, persistence or pace; and ability to tolerate 
increased mental demands associated with competitive work).  20 CFR, Part 404, 
Subpart P, Appendix 1, 12.00(C). 
 
The residual functional capacity is what an individual can do despite limitations.  All 
impairments will be considered in addition to ability to meet certain demands of jobs in 
the national economy.  Physical demands, mental demands, sensory requirements and 
other functions will be evaluated.  20 CFR 416.945(a). 
 
To determine the physical demands (exertional requirements) of work in the national 
economy, we classify jobs as sedentary, light, medium and heavy.  These terms have 
the same meaning as they have in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, published by 
the Department of Labor.  20 CFR 416.967. 
 
Pursuant to 20 CFR 416.920, a five-step sequential evaluation process is used to 
determine disability.  An individual’s current work activity, the severity of the impairment, 
the residual functional capacity, past work, age, education and work experience are 
evaluated.  If an individual is found disabled or not disabled at any point, no further 
review is made. 
 
The first step is to determine if an individual is working and if that work is “substantial 
gainful activity” (SGA).  If the work is SGA, an individual is not considered disabled 
regardless of medical condition, age or other vocational factors.  20 CFR 416.920(b). 
 
Secondly, the individual must have a medically determinable impairment that is “severe” 
or a combination of impairments that is “severe.”  20 CFR 404.1520(c).  An impairment 
or combination of impairments is “severe” within the meaning of regulations if it 
significantly limits an individual’s ability to perform basic work activities.  An impairment 
or combination of impairments is “not severe” when medical and other evidence 
establish only a slight abnormality or a combination of slight abnormalities that would 
have no more than a minimal effect on an individual’s ability to work.  20 CFR 404.1521; 
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Social Security Rulings (SSRs) 85-28, 96-3p, and 96-4p.  If the claimant does not have 
a severe medically determinable impairment or combination of impairments, he/she is 
not disabled.  If the claimant has a severe impairment or combination of impairments, 
the analysis proceeds to the third step.  
 
The third step in the process is to assess whether the impairment or combination of 
impairments meets a Social Security listing.  If the impairment or combination of 
impairments meets or is the medically equivalent of a listed impairment as set forth in 
Appendix 1 and meets the durational requirements of 20 CFR 404.1509, the individual 
is considered disabled.  If it does not, the analysis proceeds to the next step. 
 
Before considering step four of the sequential evaluation process, the trier must 
determine the claimant’s residual functional capacity.  20 CFR 404.1520(e).  An 
individual’s residual functional capacity is his/her ability to do physical and mental work 
activities on a sustained basis despite limitations from his/her impairments.  In making 
this finding, the trier must consider all of the claimant’s impairments, including 
impairments that are not severe.  20 CFR 404.1520(e) and 404.1545; SSR 96-8p. 
 
The fourth step of the process is whether the claimant has the residual functional 
capacity to perform the requirements of his/her past relevant work.  20 CFR 
404.1520(f).  The term past relevant work means work performed (either as the claimant 
actually performed it or as is it generally performed in the national economy) within the 
last 15 years or 15 years prior to the date that disability must be established.  If the 
claimant has the residual functional capacity to do his/her past relevant work, then the 
claimant is not disabled.  If the claimant is unable to do any past relevant work or does 
not have any past relevant work, the analysis proceeds to the fifth step.  
 
In the fifth step, an individual’s residual functional capacity is considered in determining 
whether disability exists.  An individual’s age, education, work experience and skills are 
used to evaluate whether an individual has the residual functional capacity to perform 
work despite limitations.  20 CFR 416.920(e). 
 
Here, Claimant has satisfied requirements as set forth in steps one, two and three of the 
sequential evaluation.  However, Claimant’s impairments do not meet a listing as set 
forth in Appendix 1, 20 CFR 416.926.  Therefore, vocational factors will be considered 
to determine claimant’s residual functional capacity to do relevant work. 
 
In the present case, Claimant has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder, memory loss, 
gunshot wound, depression, pancreatitis and asthma.  Claimant has a number of 
symptoms and limitations, as cited above, as a result of these conditions.  Claimant was 
examined by a consulting internist on .  This physician indicated that 
Claimant would have trouble with prolonged standing, stooping or bending and lifting.  
This physician noted that Claimant needed a walker for stability.  A consulting 
psychologist opined from one examination that Claimant’s major depression was 
resolved but noted a guarded impression.  The hospital records submitted for 
consideration would appear to contradict such a finding.  Claimant was treated in  
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noting the Claimant was recently treated and found to be diagnosed with bipolar 
disorder, severe without psychotic features. 
 
The Claimant testified to the following symptoms and abilities:  chronic back pain, 
tingling down right side of leg, stomach pains, mood swings, severe depression, doesn’t 
want to get out of bed, cries all the time, tired, feels bad all the time, uses a walker, can 
walk a block without a walker, can stand 5 minutes without walker before legs started to 
tremble, sitting causes sharp pains in back and down legs, can sit 5-10 minutes, can lift 
5 lbs, struggles to bend over, weakness in hands and drops things a lot, can fold 
laundry and can do dishes sitting down, has help with showering and not able to drive 
due to medications.  
 
The fourth step of the analysis to be considered is whether the claimant has the ability 
to perform work previously performed by the claimant within the past 15 years.  The trier 
of fact must determine whether the impairment(s) presented prevent the claimant from 
doing past relevant work.  In the present case, Claimant’s past employment was in 
customer service work and as a waitress.  This required Claimant to be capable of 
sitting, standing and walking for periods longer than 2 hours.  This Administrative Law 
Judge finds, based on the medical evidence and objective, physical, and psychological 
findings, that Claimant is not capable of the physical or mental activities required to 
perform any such position.  20 CFR 416.920(e). 
 
In the final step of the analysis, the trier of fact must determine if the claimant’s 
impairment(s) prevent the claimant from doing other work.  20 CFR 416.920(f).  This 
determination is based upon the claimant’s: 
 

1. residual functional capacity defined simply as “what can you still do 
despite your limitations?”  20 CFR 416.945; 

2. age, education, and work experience, 20 CFR 416.963-965; and 
3. the kinds of work which exist in significant numbers in the national 

economy which the claimant could perform despite her limitations. 20 CFR 
416.966. 

 
The residual functional capacity is what an individual can do despite limitations.  All 
impairments will be considered in addition to ability to meet certain demands of jobs in 
the national economy.  Physical demands, mental demands, sensory requirements and 
other functions will be evaluated.  20 CFR 416.945(a). 
 
To determine the physical demands (exertional requirements) of work in the national 
economy, we classify jobs as sedentary, light, medium and heavy.  These terms have 
the same meaning as they have in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, published by 
the Department of Labor.  20 CFR 416.967. 
 

Sedentary work.  Sedentary work involves lifting no more 
than 10 pounds at a time and occasionally lifting or carrying 
articles like docket files, ledgers, and small tools.  Although a 
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sedentary job is defined as one which involves sitting, a 
certain amount of walking and standing is often necessary in 
carrying out job duties.  Jobs are sedentary if walking and 
standing are required occasionally and other sedentary 
criteria are met.  20 CFR 416.967(a). 
 
Light work.  Light work involves lifting no more than 20 
pounds at a time with frequent lifting or carrying of objects 
weighing up to 10 pounds.  Even though the weight lifted 
may be very little; a job is in this category when it requires a 
good deal of walking or standing, or when it involves sitting 
most of the time with some pushing and pulling of arm or leg 
controls.  20 CFR 416.967(b). 
 
Medium work.  Medium work involves lifting no more than 50 
pounds at a time with frequent lifting or carrying of objects 
weighing up to 25 pounds.  If someone can do medium work, 
we determine that he or she can also do sedentary and light 
work.  20 CFR 416.967(c). 
 
Heavy work.  Heavy work involves lifting no more than 100 
pounds at a time with frequent lifting or carrying of objects 
weighing up to 50 pounds.  If someone can do heavy work, 
we determine that he or she can also do medium, light, and 
sedentary work.  20 CFR 416.967(d). 

 
See Felton v DSS 161 Mich App 690, 696 (1987).  Once the claimant makes it to the 
final step of the analysis, the claimant has already established a prima facie case of 
disability.  Richardson v Secretary of Health and Human Services, 732 F2d 962 (6th Cir, 
1984).  Moving forward, the burden of proof rests with the State to prove by substantial 
evidence that the claimant has the residual function capacity for SGA.  
 
After careful review of Claimant’s medical record and the Administrative Law Judge’s 
personal observation of Claimant at the hearing, this Administrative Law Judge finds 
that Claimant’s exertional and non-exertional impairments render her unable to engage 
in a full range of sedentary work activities on a regular and continuing basis.  20 CFR 
404, Subpart P, Appendix 11, Section 201.00(h).  See Social Security Ruling 83-10; 
Wilson v. Heckler, 743 F2d 216 (1986). 
 
The record supports a finding that Claimant does not have the residual functional 
capacity for SGA.  The Department has failed to provide vocational evidence which 
establishes that, given Claimant’s age, education, and work experience, there are 
significant numbers of jobs in the national economy which Claimant could perform 
despite her limitations.  Accordingly, this Administrative Law Judge concludes that 
Claimant is disabled for purposes of the MA program. 
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DECISION AND ORDER 
 
The Administrative Law Judge, based upon the above findings of fact and conclusions 
of law, decides that Claimant is medically disabled as of November 2010. 
 
Accordingly, the Department’s decision is hereby REVERSED and the Department is 
ORDERED to initiate a review of the application dated November 24, 2010, if not done 
previously, to determine Claimant’s non-medical eligibility.  The Department shall inform 
Claimant of the determination in writing.  A review of this case shall be set for May 
2013. 
 
 
 

__________________________ 
Jonathan W. Owens 

Administrative Law Judge 
for Maura Corrigan, Director 

Department of Human Services 
Date Signed:  March 14, 2012 
 
Date Mailed:   March 14, 2012 
 
NOTICE:  Michigan Administrative Hearing System (MAHS) may order a rehearing or 
reconsideration on either its own motion or at the request of a party within 30 days of 
the mailing date of this Decision and Order.  MAHS will not order a rehearing or 
reconsideration on the Department's motion where the final decision cannot be 
implemented within 90 days of the filing of the original request. (60 days for FAP cases)  
 
The Claimant may appeal the Decision and Order to Circuit Court within 30 days of the 
receipt of the Decision and Order or, if a timely request for rehearing was made, within 
30 days of the receipt date of the rehearing decision. 
 
Claimant may request a rehearing or reconsideration for the following reasons: 
 

• A rehearing MAY be granted if there is newly discovered evidence that could affect the outcome 
of the original hearing decision. 

• A reconsideration MAY be granted for any of the following reasons: 
 

 misapplication of manual policy or law in the hearing decision,  
 typographical errors, mathematical error, or other obvious errors in the hearing decision that 

effect the substantial rights of the claimant: 
 the failure of the ALJ to address other relevant issues in the hearing decision. 

 






